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Abstract 

Between March and May 2019 Northlight Heritage undertook a Historic Environment 

Assessment of Leny Woods, near Callander, on behalf of the Callander Landscape Partnership. 

The project was funded by Forestry and Land Scotland  and formed the initial phase of the wider 

Leny Wood Community Archaeology Project which aimed to provide training and experiences 

for interested locals and those from further afield in the process of heritage assessment, 

walkover survey and excavation. The assessment within Leny Wood built upon previous survey 

undertaken by ACFA in 1999 and reported on in 2002 (Wilson 2002). Both the previous survey 

and this one recorded 80 sites forming part of the rich woodland heritage of Leny Wood. These 

included 40 sites described as platforms or possible platforms of which 31 were larger recessed 

platforms and 9 were smaller platforms. It is thought at least some, if not all, of these larger 

platforms relate to charcoal production. Although archive research indicates charcoal was 

produced here in the mid 18th century, particularly to fuel the emerging Carron Iron Works, it is 

also possible charcoal production took place here for some time before and after this. Other 

features identified included structures and former field boundaries which all add to the story of 

historic woodland management within Leny Wood. 

 

1. Introduction 

This report presents the findings of an Historic Environment Assessment (HEA) undertaken, 

between March and May 2019, which centred on Leny Wood, Callander. It was funded by Forest 

and Land Scotland (formerly Forestry Commission Scotland) and conducted on behalf of the 

Callander Landscape Partnership (CLP), supported by the National Heritage Lottery Fund.  

 

For the purposes of this study, 'historic environment' is defined as a combination of physical 

evidence - including archaeological remains, artefacts, the built environment and bio-cultural 

heritage - and intangible associations, concepts and values that connect people with place (Scottish 

Historic Environment Policy 2011, HES Policy Statement 2016 & Historic Environment Policy for 

Scotland 2019). 

 

The HEA reported on here forms a key early stage of the broader Leny Wood Community 

Archaeology Project (LWCAP) which aims to: 

 

● better understand the chronology and function of the archaeological features within Leny 

Wood; 

● afford professionally led volunteer training opportunities available to both local and wider 

audiences; 
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● provide unique opportunities for learning, skills development and celebrating the heritage 

of Leny Wood; and 

● to enhance the Historic Environment Record and identify future management needs and 

interpretative opportunities. 

 

This assessment has provided a thorough baseline understanding of the Leny Wood area's historic 

environment and the key elements that underpin the distinctive qualities of the area's landscapes.  

 

Much of the work within the project area built upon a very thorough previous survey undertaken in 

the woodland by the Association of Certified Field Archaeologists (ACFA, Wilson 2002). The 

Callander Local Landscape Character Assessment (2017) also provided a useful basis from which to 

build this heritage assessment. 

2. Location 

Leny Wood (NGR: NN 594, 092) sits approximately 2km to the west of Callander and currently 

holds a mixture of established upland oak, mixed commercial conifer and other deciduous species. 

It covers approximately 61 hectares and lies on the steep south and south-east facing slopes of 

Meall Garbh. It is bound to the south by the A84 leading north to Lochearnhead (Illus. 1). It forms 

the northern side of the Pass of Leny through which runs the Garbh Uisge and its picturesque Falls 

of Leny. The woodland originally formed part of Leny Estate, part of which (the project area) was 

acquired by the Forestry Commission in 1954. After this purchase the areas of woodland to the 

east and north-west of the project area remained in private ownership. The project area is defined 

by the current Forestry and Land Scotland (formerly Forestry Commision Scotland) ownership 

boundary (Illus. 1). 

 

Leny Wood is well served by a small car park accessed immediately of the A84. informal paths are 

scattered throughout the woodland although few visitors venture beyond the carpark with most 

using it to visit the nearby Falls of Leny. 

3. Aims 

Within the wider LWCAP aims noted above (Section 1) the HEA also had a series of more specific 

aims: 

 

● collate existing information on the heritage of the project area; 

● undertake archaeological walkover survey of the project area in order to assess the 

condition of previously recorded heritage sites and to record any previously unidentified 

heritage sites; 

● conduct a phase of historical and archival research to better understand the landscape 
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history and to inform subsequent research and interpretation; 

● assess the significance and current condition of the heritage sites identified within the 

project area; 

● provide recommendations for future heritage management and interpretation within the 

project area; and 

● deliver training and awareness to both a local and wider audience in desk-based research, 

archaeological walkover survey and archival/historical research through a series of 

workshops.  

4. Methods 

All assessment was undertaken in line with current professional standards and guidance (see 

Chartered Institute for Archaeologists Regulations, Standards and Guidance & Forestry 

Commission Scotland 2008, 2010, 2102a, 2012b, 2016 & 2017). 

 

Assessment of Existing Historic Environment 

Data was gathered from all readily available sources including databases, publications, consultees 

and local and national archives to build up a thorough understanding of the historic environment. 

These included: 

 

● National Forest Estates and Local Authority Historic Environment Records (HER) which 

hold information on the known sites within the project area. These datasets were compiled 

and examined through GIS and compared with the national database (Canmore) on 

previously recorded sites; 

● Information from Historic Environment Scotland on Scheduled Monuments, Listed 

Buildings, Gardens and Designed Landscapes, Historic Battlefields and Conservation Areas 

was obtained through their online data portal. These datasets were also compiled and 

examined through the GIS; 

● Cartographic sources, including those held locally and in the National Library of Scotland 

● Published books, journals and accessible grey literature; 

● vertical aerial photography of the area held in the National Collection of Aerial 

Photography (NCAP); and 

● Organisations and individuals with knowledge of the area, particularly that held within the 

previous ACFA survey report (Wilson 2002). 

 

In addition to the more detailed research on the project area the local HER and Canmore databases 

on previously recorded sites was also consulted 1km beyond the project area. This provided a 

general impression of the heritage within this area and allowed Leny Wood to be placed within its 

heritage context. 
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Historical/Archival Research 

As part of assessing the historic environment a phase of professional archive research was 

undertaken. A full list of the primary and secondary sources consulted is presented at the end of 

the report in Appendix 2 but, in summary, they include: 

 

● records held at the National Records of Scotland (NRS); 

● the national census of 1841, 1861 and 1881; 

● Newspaper archives; and 

● the photographic and postcard archive of Callander Heritage Society. 

 

Access to the Cambusmore Estate archives was not possible and Forestry Commission Scotland do 

not maintain their own archive. Some 80 woodland histories of the Forestry Commission are 

present at the NRS, however, examination of these was outwith the scope of the project. 

 

It also became apparent that many of the archives held at the NRS were not indexed meaning a 

complete and thorough examination of the vast amount of documentation was not possible. 

Despite this a significant amount of information relevant to the woodland history of Leny Wood 

and the surrounding areas was noted. A summary of the key findings is incorporated within the text 

describing the historic environment below while a full chronological report is presented in 

Appendix 2. 

 

Walkover Survey 

Following on from the desk-based research the walkover survey built upon earlier detailed survey 

within the project area (Wilson 2002) undertaken in advance of felling operations. In addition to 

recording new, previously unrecorded visible surface heritage features within accessible areas of 

the woodland, the survey revisited those recorded during the previous survey to update records on 

their current condition. 

  

The recording of sites during the walkover survey included written description on pro-forma sheets 

(or within relevant sections of the previous survey report if little had changed since the previous 

record was made), measured sketch and digital photography. The location and, where possible, 

extent of each site was recorded in a way to tie them into the Ordnance Survey Grid. These 

locations were then plotted within the project GIS. 

 

In addition to the heritage features encountered a general record of the landscape within the 

project area was taken by means of digital photography. 
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Given the steep and rocky terrain, considerable tree & vegetation cover and areas of windblown 

trees (particularly on the higher ground) it was not possible to systematically survey the entire 

project area. Parts of the far south-eastrn side of the project area were particularly impenetrable 

due to dense brambles and young birch regeneration in an area that was formerly coniferous 

plantation. Although systematic survey was not possible over parts of the project area all areas that 

could be safely accessed were visited and survey was possible at the locations of all previously 

recorded sites. 

 

Current impacts on each heritage site encountered were recorded and an assessment of its current 

condition was undertaken based on the visible surface features. The assessment of current 

condition related to the site’s stability: stable, slow deterioration or rapid deterioration and its 

survival: good, fair or poor. Full details of current impacts and assessment of the site’s condition is 

present in the gazetteer (Appendix 1). 

 

The importance of each heritage site was assessed as part of both the desk-based assessment and 

walkover survey elements of the project (see Section 6). 

5. The Historic Environment 

 

General Context of the Study Area 

 

The Historic Environment Record 

The area surrounding Leny Wood holds a variety of previously recorded heritage sites, many 

relating to post-medieval farming and other rural economies. The location of previously recorded 

sites within 1km of Leny Wood are shown on Illustration 2 while full details, as noted within the 

local HER and national database Canmore, are given in the site gazetteer (Appendix 1). 

 

The location of Leny Wood at the Pass of Leny, where the glen narrows and is surrounded on both 

sides by steep slopes, is significant given the importance of this north to south artery as a key 

routeway used over several millennia. Although just outside the 1km buffer around the project 

area, this importance as a routeway is attested to by the presence of the scheduled Bochastle 

Roman fort, temporary camp and prehistoric enclosures (SM2389) and the scheduled Dunmore hill 

fort (SM31010), both being positioned at one end of the pass. Callander itself sits a short distance 

further to the east as does the significant scheduled prehistoric complex at Claish (SM6966, 

SM6967, SM6968 & SM 6972). 

 

The route through the pass was subsequently used by Caulfeild to build the military between 
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Stirling and Fort William between 1748 and 1753 ( Site 103 ). Although much of the old road has 

now been superseded by the current A84 reports suggest traces of the former military routeway 

are still present in places. Evidence of rerouting the military road is also presented in the form of an 

18th century road bridge ( Site 94) and possible traces of the road ( Site 101 ), both located to the east 

of the current alignment of the A84 . Reports suggest this was the original route of the military road 

but was only used for some 30 years before being rerouted along the alignment of the current road 

to the west. 

 

Perhaps one of the most significant heritage sites located within 1km of the project area is St. 

Brides Chapel ( Site 81-85), protected as a scheduled monument (SM1630). Only the footings of the 

chapel remains but it is thought to have 11th to 13th century origins. Two medieval carved stones 

have been incorporated into a later boundary wall while the surrounding disused graveyard, being 

the former burial ground of the McKinlay family, holds visible gravemarkers dating back to the 18th 

century. 

 

On the slopes to the south and west of the Garbh Uisge previously recorded heritage sites are 

relatively sparse in comparison to the land north and east of the river. Although this may be at least 

partially due to a bias in the record due to lack of field survey it could also partially relate to the 

majority of more recent farming occuring on the south facing slopes to the north and east of the 

river. Those sites that have been recorded west of the river include a couple of farmsteads noted on 

the late 19th century OS maps of the area ( Sites 99 & 100 ), enclosures, walls and a head dyke likely 

of a similar date ( Sites 97, 98, 102 & 108 ) and a solitary platform likely used for charcoal burning 

( Site 93). 

 

A group of sites in the north, to the east of the restored listed category C  building of Anie 

Farmhouse ( Site 104 , LB50394) which dates back to 1737, appear to relate to former faring 

activity on this estate and include old farm buildings ( Sites 87, 88 & 95 ) along with a possible kiln 

(Site 86, although no details are given it is perhaps more likely that it is a corn drying kiln) and field 

systems/ rig cultivation ( Sites 105 & 106).  A series of former farming settlements are also present 

to the south of Anie ( Sites 90-92 ) which were most likely last used in the 18th and 19th centuries. 

 

Previous survey just to the east of the survey area (information form HER, survey source unknown) 

within Leny Estate has identified a series of heritage sites related to farming and other former 

activities undertaken on the estate. These include two corn drying kilns and a series of beside and 

to the north of the Stell Burn ( Sites 109-113 ), further buildings and structures to the east ( Sites 

114-116, 121, 123-125 & 132), a series of possible storage pits ( Sites 117-119 ), two small circular 

platforms ( Sites 120 & 126), a possible cairn ( Site 122 ), possible drying stacks ( Sites 127-130 ) and 

an enclosure (Site 131). 
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Between the late Victorian Pass House at Kilmahog, a Listed category C building ( Site 134 , 

LB50398), and Farmston a series of five lime kilns are noted on the first edition Ordnance Survey 6 

inch to the mile map of 1866 ( Site 89). Although previous accounts noted two being in a good state 

their current condition is not known. 

 

A mill is depicted James Stobie’s map of "The counties of Perth and Clackmannan", published in 

1783 ( Site 133 ), and, although nothing is visible on the ground today it may have formed part of a 

series of Mills that once operated at Kilmahog. 

 

Historical Background & Context 

The estate of Leny first appears in the written record during the 13th century when Alexander II of 

Scotland granted a Charter to Alan de Lani of the lands of Leny Register of deeds (Dal, vol 156 s.d. 

21 July 1744, in Wilson 2002, 61). It soon passed into the ownership of the Buchannan family who 

became lairds of Leny when John, son of Sir Walter Buchanan, married heiress Janet de Lany in the 

late 14th century (Smith 1896, 291). 

 

Leny is marked on Robert Gordon’s mid 17th century map of the area (Illus. 3). Gordon’s maps were 

a revision of earlier survey undertaken by Timothy Pont in late 16th and early 17th century (no Pont 

maps are known to survive for the area) and provide some of the earliest detailed mapping of the 

country. Although no detail is present, it indicates Leny was a prominent place in the area at this 

time. The symbology on the Gordon map is not well understood although is believed to be at least 

partially based on the earlier work of Pont. It is possible that the cross marked above the circle at 

Leny is indicative of a church.  

 

Illustration 3: Robert Gordon’s map 1636-1652 (courtesy of the National Library of Scotland) 
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Similarly ‘Lenie’ is marked on John Adair’s map of the 1680s as a prominent estate next to Callander 

(Illus. 4). 

 

Illustration 4: John Adair’s map of the 1680s (courtesy of the National Library of Scotland). 

 

The cartographic and historical records for the area are much more abundant from the 18th century 

onwards. The mapping becomes more detailed with one of the earliest examples being William 

Roy’s Military Survey of Scotland (1747-172). Although not a definitive reflection on settlement 

character and layout Roy’s map does provide the first relatively accurate indication of settlement 

size and land use showing Leny House and the agricultural lands to the south as well as the area of 

Leny Wood to the west (Illus. 5). 

 

Illustration 5: William Roy’s Military Survey of Scotland, 1747-1752 (courtesy of the British Library). 
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The coming of the military road at this time (see above Site 103 ) would have undoubtedly had a 

significant effect on the area in relation to transport of goods and movement of people. Although 

the road was actually constructed slightly later by Caulfeild a sketch and notes made by surveyors 

working for General Wade between 1724 and 1745 note that the area to be constructed at Lenie ‘is 

easily made a cart road’. 

 

Other maps showing similar detail from this time include one depicting the road from Edinburgh to 

Stirling, Tyndrum and Fort William (Skinner & Taylor, 1776) and Stobie’s map of the county of 

Perth and Calckmannan (1783). Both note Leny Estate and wooded areas although Stobie’s map 

provides the most detail clearly depicting Leny Wood to the west of Leny House (Illus. 6). 

 

 

Illustration 6: Stobie’s map of the counties of Perth & Clackmannan, SW section (courtesy of the National 

Library of Scotland). 

 

The Old Statistical Account of Scotland notes that the Parish of Callander formerly consisted of 

two parishes, one being that of Leney. The account indicates that, more than 100 years previous 

(the account was written in the late 18th century), the ‘northern branch of the river’ changed course 

and separated the church at Leney from part of the parish. At this point the two parishes were 

merged and a church built at Callander (Roberston, 1794, 575). 

 

The estate was still in the possession of the Buchanans in 1696 when the 12th Laird was Henry 

Buchannan who, with his wife Janet, had four children: Colin (d1734), Robert (d1739), Elizabeth 

(d1776) and Margaret (d between 1776 & 1791). 
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Elizabeth Buchanan inherited the estate in 1740 and was possibly its first-ever female laird. Her 

husband and cousin, Francis Buchanan of Arnprior, wrongly assumed ownership of Leny, however, 

for technical reasons, the entire estate legally belonged to Elizabeth herself. In 1746, Francis, a 

Jacobite, was executed for high treason and his lands of Arnprior, Strathyre and Leny were 

confiscated by the Crown. Elizabeth was not pleased that her property had been confiscated for 

her husband’s actions, and in 1751, successfully recovered it in court (see also Appendix 2). 

 

Fewer archive documents specific to the management of Leny Estate in the 18th century were 

present compared to those for some of the neighbouring lands, although examination of sample 

documents from the latter show woodland clearly played an important role in the economy of the 

18th and 19th century estates in the area. As well as providing a source of local wood there are 

frequent references to yields of bark, which was sold to the tanning industries in Linlithgow, Stirling 

and Glasgow. Less common, but still referred to within various estate records, is the production of 

charcoal, particularly for the emerging iron works at Carron and possibly Achray (see below & 

Appendix 2). 

 

Agreements to lease woodland for cutting sometimes required the whole woodland to be cleared, 

possibly for subsequent  livestock use, or to ensure the felled land was enclosed to prevent 

livestock damaging young growth. Some of the trees were often excluded from the felling 

agreement, presumably to be retained for use on the estate or local area (see Appendix 2). 

 

A detailed map of Leny Estate, produced by Joshua Bailey for John Hamilton Buchannan in 1843 

(Archive Ref: RHP1442/1/1), shows the Leny estate broadly extending from Callander, at the 

confluence of the Garbh Uisge and Eos Gobhain (the start of the River Tieth), in the east to Leny 

Wood in the west, along with the hills above Leny House to the north. The land to the south of Leny 

house appears to be primarily agricultural while the main blocks of woodland are Leny Wood in the 

west  and that around and immediately to the north of Leny House. 

 

Lime was increasingly used to improve soil quality with Leny Estate having its own quarry 

producing quality lime (Roberstson, 1794, 585). The five lime kilns noted to the south-west of 

Farmston on the mid-19th century OS 6 inch to the mile map  (although only two are noted on the 

1834 estate map) suggest production was high and the factor’s account book of 1829 shows it was 

also used for building and repairing local dykes (see Appendix 2). 
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The Project Area 

 

Historical Background 

Records prior to the 18th century specific to Leny Wood are slim. As noted above Roy’s mid 18th 

century map (Illus. 5) shows the area of Leny Wood being almost entirely wooded although this 

should be treated with some caution as the level of accuracy and definition on this map is not 

sufficient to define detailed coverage. However, it does serve to show that a substantial and 

recognisable parcel of woodland existed here in the mid 18th century. This is backed up by the 

woodland depicted on Stobie’s 1783 map (Illus. 6) and Taylor and Skinner’s 1776 road map (see 

above). 

 

It is not until 1834, with the production of an estate map (see above), that mapping is present which 

allows meaningful interpretation of woodland coverage. The estate map depicts virtually all of the 

project area as being wooded including, although not annotated, Achadh an Easbuig (the Bishops 

Field) just outside the eastern extent of the project area. Soon after this the production of the first 

edition Ordnance Survey 25 inch and 6 inch to the mile series (both surveyed in 1862 and published 

in 1866 although the 25 inch to the mile series only covered the south-eastern part of Leny Wood) 

show all bar the far northern portion of the project area, below Meall Garbh, being wooded (Illus. 

7).  

 

Illustration 7: First edition OS 6 inch to the mile map series, surveyed in 1862 and published in 1866 

(courtesy of the National Library of Scotland). 
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Achadh an Easbuig is also not shown as being wooded which, given the 1834 estate map shows tree 

cover here, suggest the area may have been felled in the 30 years between 1834 and 1862: estate 

records and newspaper adverts from the 1850s and 1860s show wood was being felled on Leny 

Estate including, in 1860, for railway sleepers (see Appendix 2). There is also the possibility that the 

estate map did not survey the exact boundaries of the wooded areas and, in fact, the Bishop’s Field 

was not wooded in 1834. A similar woodland coverage is depicted on the first revision of both the 6 

and 25 inch to the mile OS maps (revised in 1899 and published in 1901 & 1900 respectively) 

although the  Achadh an Easbuig is shown as wooded suggesting planting or natural regeneration 

had occurred (Illus. 8). 

 

 

Illustration 8: First revision OS 6 inch to the mile map series, revised in 1899 and published in 1901 

(courtesy of the National Library of Scotland). 

 

A significant change in terms of land ownership occurred in 1954 when the Forestry Commission 

(now Forestry & Land Scotland) purchased the land. Aerial photography taken prior to this in the 

1940s (see section 9) shows that the primary areas of tree cover were in the central parts of Leny 

Wood with those areas on the eastern and northern sides being more sparse. 

 

Leny Wood was clearly an important parcel of woodland during the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries 

and, although cartographic and documentary sources are slim for the period prior to this, it likely 

existed as a woodland for a considerable time before. In this respect it is important to note that, 

despite not being classified as a discrete archaeological site for the purposes of this report the 

previous survey rightly noted that the bog ( Site 49 ) has the potential to hold paleobotanical 

remains that would help interpret the environmental and landscape history of this area. 
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Historic Environment Record & Walkover Survey 

Through the desk-based research and subsequent walkover survey a total of 80 individual sites of 

heritage interest were noted within the project area. The vast majority of these were recorded 

during previous survey (Wilson 2002) with only two new sites being added to the record: a former 

boundary ( Site 79 ) and a former path ( Site 80 ). The previous survey had identified 38 possible 

platforms within the woodland,  of which 25 were recessed (ibid, 64) and it was thought they likely 

related to charcoal burning and/or early hut platforms. The walkover survey proved valuable in 

reassessing these previously recorded sites and recording their current condition. 

 

Of the 80 sites a total of 30 were identified during the walkover survey as distinct archaeological 

sites, 21 as potential archaeological sites i.e. instances where the evidence visible on the surface 

appeared to represent archaeology but was not clear enough to be certain, 20 were not located 

(see below) and 9 were identified but, on balance, appeared not to be archaeological in origin.  Full 

details of all the sites recorded within the project area are given in Appendix 1 and shown on 

Illustration 9 and a summary of the key findings for each of the four groups noted above i.e. Distinct 

Sites, Possible Sites, Not Located and Not Archaeological/Natural are given below. 

 

The 30 identified sites and the 21 potential sites were generally concentrated either to the 

north-east and south-west of the car park, on the lower slopes in the south-western corner of the 

project area adjacent to the current road, on the far eastern side of the project area just north of 

Achadh an Easbuig (the Bishop’s Field) or on the higher portions of the project area beneath Meall 

nan Saighdear, although several more isolated features were also identified (Illus. 9). There may be 

no coincidence that many of the features were located next to relatively good access routes i.e the 

eastern and western paths ( Sites 80 & 21  respectively) and the modern road, which was formalised 

as a road in the 18th century ( Site 103 ) but had presumably been a key routeway for millennia. The 

higher sites beneath Meall nan Saighdear were located in one of the few less rugged and boggy 

portions of this area while those sites on the eastern side were close to other remains noted to the 

east of the project area (see Sites 109-113  above). 

Distinct Sites 

The majority of the 30 sites that clearly related previous activity within the project area comprised 

the distinctive platform sites identified by the previous survey. Of the 18 sites clearly identified as 

platforms during this survey seven were circular ( Sites 23, 28, 38, 42, 47, 57 & 62 ) that ranged in 

diameter between 6m and 10m. A further nine were sub-circular in shape ( Sites 15, 16, 22, 26, 27, 

31, 39, 40 & 50) that generally ranged between 8m by 9m and 9m by 10m in size although two 

larger examples, Sites 15 and 40 , were larger in size measuring 13m by 8.7m and 11.8m by 7.5m 

respectively. Two small oval platforms identified ( Sites 58 & 73 ) were much smaller in size 

measuring 5m by 3.5m and 3m by 2m respectively. 
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The detailed character of each platform varied (see Appendix 1) but in general they comprised a 

level area of ground formed by cutting into the slope to create a rear scarp and levelling out the 

downhill side which was often retained by a small revetment wall (for example Site 39 , Illus. 10). 

The heights of both the rear scarp and front revetment varied depending on the steepness of the 

ground on which the platform was situated. 

 

 

Illustration 10: Recessed platform, Site 39. 

 

Of particular note were several platform sites which stood out either for their unique character or 

good preservation.  Site 15  (Illus. 11) was the largest platform identified located broadly on the 

same 115m contour as the nearby Site 16 . It was nicknamed the ‘Palace’ during the previous ACFA 

survey and measured up to 13m broadly east to west by 8.7 m roughly north to south. It sat on the 

southern side of a sub-circular slightly raised area measuring 14.5m north to south by 13m east to 

west. A rear scarp was visible on the northern side and a very faint revetment wall, which could be 

buried, was visible on the southern side.  Both the northern and southern sides of the platform 

surface showed signs of varying levels with a distinct 'lip' arcing around the southern side of the 

platform surface some 1m from the front edge. To the north of the rear scarp the level area formed 

the remainder of the mound and included faint traces of a circular depression some 3m diameter on 

the western side. Further to the north, the slope continued to drop slightly to meet the base of the 

main hillslope running in the opposite direction. Parts of the platform surface had clearly been used 

more recently for campfires. 
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Illustration 11: Site 15 viewed from beyond the rear scarp. 

 

Site 40 , located in a relatively isolated position to the north-east of Site 15  (Illus. 9), roughly on the 

175m contour, was also large, measuring some 11.8m by 7.5m. One of the most unusual features of 

this platform was the extremely large size of the boulders used in the revetment wall when 

compared to other platforms in Leny Wood (Illus. 12). Although the size of the boulders in the 

revetment wall were unique for Leny Wood the platform builders appeared to have used what was 

at hand as the slopes above were littered with similar sized stones. 

 

 

Illustration 12: Large boulders forming revetment wall of Platform 40 
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Site 39 , within the group of features on the western path (Illus. 9) at roughly 160m AOD, was 

perhaps one of the most distinct examples encountered during the project, although the nearby 

Site 31 was of similar size and appearance if not slightly more overgrown. The well preserved and, 

at some 1m, relatively high revetment wall and rear scarp, along with the lack of tree and 

vegetation cover on its surface, made this platform clearly visible (Illus.10). It was not clear if a 

small rectangular feature visible on the north-eastern edge of the rear scarp represented a feature 

of the platform itself or if collapsed and/or dumped material had formed on the inside edge of the 

scarp, resulting in the western side of the rectangular feature and masking the rear scarp. 

 

Approximately 7m to the east of Site 39  lay a small but distinct circular depression measuring 3m in 

diameter and defined by low banks up to 1m wide. The centre of the feature formed a depression 

up to 0.4 deep. The purpose or origin of this feature is not known but may relate to some of the 

other pits identified during the previous survey (Wilson 2002). 

 

Some 130m to the north-east of Site 39 , sitting only slightly lower at 150m AOD, was Site 28  (Illus. 

9) which had characteristics unique to the platforms in Leny Wood. Although covered by dense 

windblown trees at the time of survey some of the features noted by the previous survey were still 

visible. The roughly circular platform, at 9m diameter, appeared slightly smaller as a shallow ditch, 

partially edged with stone, appeared to run around its circumference.  The ditches on each side 

continued beyond the front of the partially collapsed revetment wall before joining and continuing 

downslope into an area hidden by windblown trees. An additional ditch met those mentioned 

previously at the south-western corner of the revetment wall. This ditch appeared to be running 

across the slope and would, therefore, have not either removed or brought water to the site. The 

previous survey noted it turned downslope some 6m to the west of the platform but was hidden 

from view during this survey due to windblown trees. The purpose of this latter ditch is not known 

but may hint at other features being present beneath the dense windblown trees. A small mound 

existed on the western side of the platform surface. 

 

The purpose of this relatively elaborate ditch system is not clear although it suggests the aim was to 

keep as much water as possible away from the platform surface. 

 

Site 47, located further uphill on the 190m contour, was notable for its size, at 10m diameter being 

the largest circular platform identified and its good preservation, while Site 50 , a sub-circular 

platform some 10m by 7m located next to the current road, was notable for its size compared to 

the numerous smaller features located nearby. 
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Sites 22 and 23  are interesting because of their adjacent locations, a scenario also possibly seen in 

Sites 26 and 25 . It is unclear whether these operated together, with perhaps different activities 

being undertaken on each one, or whether it represents some form of rebuilding. 

 

Two very small platforms were clearly visible during the survey although both formed part of larger 

groups containing similar but less well defined features (see below).  Site 73  comprised a very small 

platform measuring 3m by 2m cut into the steep lower slopes of Meall nan Saighdear while a 

slightly larger platform ( Site 57), at 5m by 3.5m, was identified within the group on the 

south-western edge of the project area next to the current road. The purpose of these features are 

not known but they appear too small for charcoal burning or huts and do not appear substantial 

enough to be a quarry. It is possible they relate to some other form of woodland management, for 

example, seasoning wood or storing equipment. 

 

Three possible rectangular structures were noted during the project, two ( Sites 63  & part of Site 

57, which also included a circular platform) were more ephemeral and consisted of little more than 

a rectangular arrangement of a single course of stone. Site 66 , located on higher ground within the 

group below Meall nan Saighdear), comprised a very distinct rectangular structure with rounded 

corners (Illus. 13).  It measured 3.5m north to south by 5.8m east to west and had low collapsed turf 

and heather covered stone walls up to 0.7m in width . The single course of stone that defined the 

building is consistent with the structure being formed by a stone foundation and likely turf upper 

wall although the walls were never likely to be of any height. A possible gap in the southern wall 

may indicate an entrance. 

 

It's size and shape is suggestive of a shieling but its location, within an area that has been wooded 

for several centuries, is less so. It may be that the structure is older than the wooded area or that it 

related to some form of woodland activity/management. The possible stone setting and level area 

to the north noted by previous survey were also present although the stone setting may be a 

natural formation and the level area had the appearance of a slight mound with a possible low dry 

stone wall on the eastern side. 

 

Associated with this structure ( Site 66 ) was short stretch of boundary wall defined by several large 

boulders ( Site 67 ) which created a form of revetment. Remains of other boundaries were noted 

near the northern edge of the project area ( Sites 61 & 79 ) which comprised a 1m high turf bank, the 

ground being higher on the south-eastern side. The bank likely represents an earlier estate land 

division, particularly given one length ran parallel to the current estate boundary. 
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Illustration 13: Structure 66 viewed from the north-west showing the edge of the former forestry 

plantation beyond. 

 

In the eastern corner of the project area a complex of several former boundaries were located, all 

on the northern side of the Achadh an Easbuig. Site 1  comprised a stone field boundary that 

continued out with, and beneath, the fence to the east defining the edge of the project area. It 

measured some 1m in width and 0.5m in height with clear stone faces tapering slightly from the 

base to the top. From the fence it ran for some 30m in a west-north-west direction before 

becoming more ephemeral. It clearly continued for some 10m to the east of the modern fence 

before turning to the south-east, crossing over Site 4  (see below) and continuing broadly parallel to 

the forestry plantation. To the south it clearly represented a dry stone dyke forming the edge of an 

old estate boundary. 

 

Site 4, which clearly predated Site 1 comprised a large stone and turf bank up to 3m in width and 

1m in height. It ran broadly in a north-east to south-west direction although may have continued 

outwith the project area to the north-east (Illus. 9). It is tempting to suggest that it may forms an old 

land division relating to the Achadh an Easbuig (Bishops Field). Just to the south-west of this, and 

possibly forming a continuation of it, was another boundary defined by a stretch of ephemeral 

revetment wall and low stone dyke. Where this feature curved round at ninety degrees to begin 

running in a north-west to south-east direction broadly corresponds to the location of the three 

sided enclosure visible here on the first revision 6 and 25 inch to the mile OS maps which itself 

corresponds to the south-western corner of the Achadh an Easbuig (Illus. 8). 
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The only other feature noted that was clearly defined was a 10m diameter quarry scoop adjacent to 

the A84 in the south-western part of the project area ( Site 77 ). Although this quarry likely relates 

to modern road building or maintenance it is also possible it has older origins in the mid-18th 

century during the construction of the military road. 

Potential Sites 

The sites recorded as having potential heritage significance form an important part of those 

recorded during this and the previous survey. They were not as clearly defined as those noted 

above, but at least some, will hold important sub-surface remains that would contribute to the 

heritage story of Leny Wood and many form parts of the groups based on location noted above. 

 

In total 21 sites were recorded as holding the potential to have some heritage significance. Of these 

eight ( Sites 5, 9, 12, 13, 20, 24, 25, & 51 ) were sub-circular platforms varying in size between 6m by 

7.3m and 10m by 8m. A slightly smaller sub-circular platform (Site 25) was noted adjacent to Site 

26). If confirmed as a platform both Sites 25 and 26  could represent a possible pair as noted with 

the nearby Sites 22 and 23. Although the rear scarp of Site 25  was partially visible, despite heavy 

bramble growth, a more recent path upgrade with associated deep ditch on the northern side, 

which appears to stop immediately before adjacent Site 26 ,  may have removed part of this feature. 

 

Seven small oval platforms were identified, the largest concentration being on the south-western 

edge of the project area ( Sites 52-56 ) adjacent to the A84 (Illus. 9) while two more ( Sites 69 & 71 ) 

were present in the higher group of sites below Meall nan Saighdear. Although not well defined 

these sites appeared to vary in size between 2m by 3m and 6m by 3.5m. Their location within two 

discrete  groups of sites suggest they are archaeological but their purpose remains unknown. 

 

Two possible circular platforms ( Sites 64 & 65) measured 6m and 8m in diameter respectively. They 

were also spread across the two groups noted in the previous paragraph, Site 64  being in the 

roadside group and Site 65 on the higher ground. Although ephemeral it is possible these represent 

further platforms within Leny Wood. 

 

Two possible structures or shelters were noted ( Sites 32 & 70 ) although their ephemeral nature 

prevented detailed recording or interpretation as was the case with the possible scoop ( Site 72 ) 

identified during previous survey below Meall nan Saighdear. 

Sites Not Located 

In total 20 sites noted by the previous survey were not located during the project reported on here 

(Illus. 9). This could be due to a number of factors but is likely to primarily relate to the changing 

ground conditions since the previous survey and, in some instances, the ephemeral nature of the 

sites recorded. The previous survey was undertaken in advance of large scale felling operations in 
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Leny Wood and the subsequent lack of tree cover in some areas had led to deep heather growth, 

dense natural regeneration of birch and other species along with dense patches of brambles and 

other vegetation. Despite the survey being carried out early in the year, before bracken growth 

started, there were still some areas that could not be surveyed due to the vegetation growth noted 

above.  

 

Similarly areas of significant windblown tree fall was present in the higher northern reaches of the 

project area which, in combination with disturbance from recent felling there, hidden or disturbed 

some of the features previously recorded. 

 

Of the sites not located during this survey perhaps the most significant include four circular 

platforms ( Sites 7, 30, 43 & 46 ), all recorded as being 8m in diameter, and a sub-circular platform 

( Site 75 ) which is recorded as measuring 7.3m by 6m. One platform ( Site 8 ) could not be avoided by 

the access track and was excavated in advance of construction work. This showed that the site, 

despite being heavily disturbed by forestry, was likely used for the production of charcoal. The level 

area was demarcated by a stone boundary to the south and by a possible ditch-like feature to the 

north.  The flat area to the west of the platform, where a significant amount of charcoal was also 

found, had not been scorched, suggesting it was an area where the charcoal was packed or stored 

once prepared (Becket 2003).  

 

Eight structures were not located ( Sites 35, 36, 44, 45, 59, 60, 76 & 78 ) and, although several of 

these represent relatively ephemeral remains located in the group of sites on the western path 

(Illus. 9) some, including a shieling ( Site 78) are located in the higher reaches of the survey area and 

their visibility may have been heavily influenced by the recent felling operations and significant 

windblown trees in this area. 

 

Two pits ( Sites 10 & 18 ) could not be located but it is suspected these could easily be covered by 

leaf litter or the more recent vegetation noted above. 

Non Archaeological Sites/Natural Features 

A series of nine sites noted during the previous survey were thought to be, on balance, more likely 

non archaeological features or natural in origin.  Decisions on whether a feature is archaeological or 

not are based on a series of judgements. These judgements are generally influenced by a variety of 

factors including weather, vegetation growth, experience, time allocated for the survey and 

information gleaned from continuing archaeological investigation. This means that interpretation 

can vary through time and the features noted here should not be completely dismissed. Conditions 

during the previous survey over 20 years ago may have shed a different light on the features and 

further investigation may provide more information on which to base interpretations. 
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In summary four sites were thought to be natural arrangements of stone or areas of bedrock ( Sites 

2, 3, 68 & 74 ). The bedrock at Site 3  may have had the occasional boulder or cobble added but not 

in significant enough quantities to merit it being interpreted as field clearance. 

 

The possible filed boundary ( Site 14 ) at the south-eastern edge of the project area was thought to 

be more likely ucast from an adjacent ditch, something previously noted as a possibility. Site 17  was 

thought to be created by machine tracks from forestry operations while Site 33 and 11  appeared 

natural in origin. 

 

Site 49, despite having the potential for holding paleobotanical remains as noted by the previous 

survey, has been omitted as a discrete site for the purposes of this report. It is however, highly 

possible that the bog contains botanical remains that will help interpret the environmental history 

of the area. 

6. Assessment of Significance, Importance & Condition 

 

The Concept of Significance & Importance 

In the context of national policy, it is necessary to identify and understand the cultural significance 

of an aspect of the historic environment before its importance can be considered. The concept of 

cultural significance, which is now widely accepted, was introduced in policy statements including 

the Burra Charter (Australia ICOMOS 2013). 

 

Current national policy on the historic environment defines cultural significance as meaning 

‘aesthetic, historic, scientific or social value for past, present and future generations. Cultural significance 

can be embodied in a place itself, its fabric, setting, use, associations, meanings, records, related places and 

related objects’ (HES 2019) 

  

Assessment of significance is designed to help establish why a place or feature is considered to be 

important and why it is valued. It can be a subjective exercise – reflecting the moment in history 

when it is written and the state of knowledge about the site at that time. This means that the 

assessment of significance has the potential to change as knowledge and understanding of the site 

increase, as ideas and values change or as a result of alterations to the place or feature. 

  

The cultural significance of an element of the historic environment rests on three types of 

characteristics, as set out in the HES Designation and Policy Statement (2019): 
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Intrinsic - how the physical remains of a site or place contribute to our knowledge of the past e.g. its 

condition; its research potential; the length and legibility of its apparent developmental sequence; 

its original or subsequent functions. 

 

Contextual - how a site or place relates to its surroundings and/or to our existing knowledge of the 

past e.g.  the relationship of a site or place to other, similar sites or landscapes in the vicinity; the 

relationship of the site or place and its constituent parts to the wider landscape setting. 

 

Associative - how a site or place relates to people, practices, events and/or historic and social 

movements e.g. its significance in the national consciousness or to people who use or have used it; 

its associations with historical, traditional or artistic characters or events. 

  

The importance of a heritage site reflects its value within the overall historic environment and is 

used by HES as part of the designation process for scheduled monuments. In order to define a 

monument as of national importance, a particular level of importance must be established on the 

basis of one or more of the following criteria as set out in the HES Designation and Policy 

Statement (2019): 

 

● its inherent capability or potential to contribute significantly to our understanding of the 

past. This could relate to the site itself, as part of a monument type or as a geographical 

group of related monuments;  

● its retention of structural, architectural, decorative or other physical remains to the extent 

that it makes a significant contribution to our understanding or appreciation of the past. 

This could include upstanding remains, buried deposits or scatters of artefacts;  

● its rarity as a monument type when assessed against current knowledge; 

● if it is a particularly representative example of a monument type when assessed against 

current knowledge; 

● the potential it holds for further research which could significantly contribute to our 

understanding or appreciation of the past; 

● it’s contribution to the landscape and/or our understanding of the historic landscape; 

● the quality and extent of any documentation or association that adds to the understanding 

of the monument or its context; 

● it’s associations with historical, traditional, social or artistic figures, events, movements 

and/or practices 

● the diminution of the potential of a particular class or classes of monument to contribute to 

an understanding of the past, should the monument be lost or damaged; and  

● its place in the national consciousness is a factor that may be considered in support of other 

factors.  
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The Cultural Significance & Importance of Leny Wood 

 

Cultural Significance 

The cultural significance of Leny Wood does not so much come from the heritage value of 

individual sites (see Site Importance below) but from its significance as a group of sites, many of 

which likely formed a direct relationship with the surrounding woodland and landscape. If the 

presumption that many of the platform sites represent charcoal production from various centuries 

and that the other structures and smaller platforms also related to woodland management of some 

form, it is because Leny Wood was here that these features were constructed, placing a cultural 

significance on the woodland itself, not just the archaeological remains. The complex of features, 

the woodland and the large historical archive record noted above, when combined, provide a 

valuable resource in terms of understanding and appreciating woodland history and people who 

lived and worked here over many centuries. 

 

The platform sites themselves are culturally significant due to the likelihood that many relate to the 

charcoal burning process. This would not have been a stand alone activity but would have been 

interlinked with, for example, the coppicing of trees and stripping of bark for the tanning industry. 

The charcoal burning platforms, therefore, represent material remains of a much wider woodland 

management system and provide opportunities to increase our understanding and appreciation 

how woodland formed an important role in past rural economies. 

 

The traditional process of charcoal burning has become somewhat lost and some of the well 

preserved platforms in Leny Wood provide opportunities to refamiliarise ourselves with this 

process and the coppicing of woodland that would have been required. This significance extends 

beyond heritage alone being linked into wider issues of climate change and sustainability. 

Production of charcoal locally provides opportunities to re-engage with local woodland and lessen 

the current over reliance on importing wood and wood products. 

 

The relatively small size of Leny Wood comprises a manageable example of woodland heritage that 

is likely replicated across many other woodlands in Scotland. In this respect, it provides an 

opportunity to raise awareness of the cultural significance of woodland management beyond Leny 

Wood through educational activities and interpretation outputs. 

 

Some of the cultural significance of Leny Woods lies in its association with an interesting individual 

and an emerging industry in the mid 18th century. The examination of the archive records 

undertaken during the course of this project has shown that Carron Company had a contract with 

Leny Estate between 1759 and 1763 to cut a charcoal wood for their new iron works south-east of 
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Stirling. During this lease Leny Estate had a female Laird (Elizabeth Buchannan), something that 

was unusual for this time. 

 

Site Importance 

For the purposes of this report the sites recorded within Leny Wood noted above (Section 5) were 

assigned one of the following categories based on an assessment of importance undertaken as part 

of this project: 

 

● International 

● National 

● Regional 

● Local 

● Lesser 

● Unknown (not enough information exists to assess the importance of the site) 

● Not applicable (assigned to sites interpreted as non archaeological/natural) 

 

Only those 30 features that were confidently identified as being clearly archaeological in origin 

underwent an assessment of importance. Those sites that were identified as potentially 

archaeological were generally not well enough defined to accurately assess them from surface 

features alone, while those not located could also not be assessed. In these instances their 

importance was defined as unknown. 

 

The majority of sites where this could be assessed were noted as being important at a local level. 

Along with associated historical records the field boundaries noted during the project have the 

potential to increase our understanding of land ownership and management through time. 

 

The various platform structures, as individual sites, are likely to contain buried archaeological 

remains that could significantly increase our understanding of their age and purpose i.e are they all 

charcoal burning platforms, are some hut platforms or do some have another purpose along with 

our appreciation of historic woodland management.  They are particularly important as a group 

(see below). 

 

Five platform sites were noted as being important on a regional level primarily because they 

represented well preserved examples of the monument type, held surface characteristics that 

suggested some complexity to their structure and/or held unusual features not found commonly 

within platform sites in general. Site 15  was a particularly large example that, as well as having 

some complexity visible on the platform surface, held evidence for activity around the platform 

itself. Site 39  was a particularly well preserved example of a recessed platform with revetment wall 
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and, particularly in conjunction with a nearby site of similar character ( Site 31 ), represent fine 

examples of the monument type. Site 28 was considered important due to the unique complex of 

ditches associated with the site while Site 40  was unusual in its relatively isolated location and 

particularly large boulders used in the revetment wall. Both these provide good examples of where 

buried remains may significantly increase our understanding and appreciation of the chronology 

and purpose of these sites. 

 

Although the sites noted above have been treated, to a certain extent, individually when 

considering their importance it is when they are treated as a group (see also Cultural Significance 

above) that their true importance is recognised. The numerous platform sites, structures and field 

boundary remains recorded in Leny Wood, in combination with the vast historical archive record 

relating to estate management in from the 18th century that has been identified during this project, 

represent a significant resource in relation to increasing our understanding and appreciation of 

historic woodlands, their changing uses through time and the potential benefits they can bring in 

the future. Although some sites may play a more prominent role in this than others the importance 

of Leny Wood as a whole far outweighs the importance of any individual site within it. 

 

Condition 

 As part of the walkover survey a record of the current impacts and condition of each site was 

taken. Current impacts noted anything that was actively causing damage or erosion to the site 

including those which may be an issue in the future (excluding future forestry operations). The 

assessment of current condition related to the site’s stability: stable, slow deterioration or rapid 

deterioration and its survival: good, fair or poor. Full details of this assessment for each site is 

present in the site gazetteer (Appendix 1). 

 

In general the primary impacts currently affecting the sites relate to tree and vegetation growth 

and, to a lesser extent, erosion from the network of informal paths, some of which cross platform 

sites and field boundaries. Although erosion caused by the paths is not a significant issue at the 

moment due to low footfall, with damage being limited to the occasional stone dislodged from front 

or side revetment walls of the platforms, it could become more of an issue in the future if footfall 

were to increase.  

 

The primary cause of damage to the sites comes from natural regeneration of trees, often on the 

surface or periphery of the platform sites and structures. Root damage along with disturbance from 

windblown tree fall (the latter being more of an issue with the remaining coniferous plantation 

particularly on the higher northern edge of the project area and on and around Site 28) appeared to 

form the greatest current impact on the heritage sites within Leny Wood. Although this is perhaps 
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an unavoidable side effect of being situated within a diverse woodland sensitive felling could 

improve the situation at particular sites. 

 

The survival of the sites was mixed with the majority being in either fair or poor condition and the 

occasional example being in good condition. It should be noted that this relates to what was visible 

on the surface and buried remains may well remain substantially intact despite it appearing poorly 

preserved on the surface. 

 

The vast majority of sites were, at the time of survey, classed as slowly deteriorating.  Given some 

of the platforms have the potential to be at least a few centuries old this deterioration is very slow 

and is perhaps inevitable. Given the sites have been situated within a woodland that has been 

active for at least a few hundred years and one that has been forested in a modern commercial 

sense for the past 60 years, the deterioration is perhaps surprisingly slow. However, rapid 

deterioration due to felling and windblown trees was noted on the higher reaches of the project 

area and there is potential that other unrecorded sites have been lost during forestry works prior 

to the survey in 2002. 

7. Discussion 

The survey conducted by ACFA reported on in 2002 and the heritage assessment reported here 

suggest that many, if not most, of the heritage features identified within Leny Wood relate to 

woodland management and, in particular, charcoal production although to what period they relate 

is less clear. It has been suggested that charcoal production, particularly on the west coast of 

Scotland became more widespread in the mid to late 18th century in relation to the development of 

the blast furnace (Hammersly 1973; Rehder 1987).  

 

This is reflected in the archives of the Carron Ironworks, initially founded as a company ‘Roebucks, 

Garbett and Cadells’ in November 1759 (Appendix 2). The owners were keen to secure woodland 

to produce charcoal before the iron works were even built and set about arranging contracts with 

numerous estates for the supply of wood.  One of these estates was Leny which, in December 1759, 

was in ownership of Elizabeth Buchannan (see above) who signed contracts with either John 

Roebuck or Samuel Garbett. Obtaining experienced charcoal burners were also part of their plans 

as, on 21st November 1759, the Carron Company wrote to Walter paterson of Inverary requesting 

to charcoal burners be sent to teach others in the art of charcoal making. They were asked to be 

‘perfect masters of their business…. for teaching as many more as we could need’ (NRS, GD58/6/1/1, see 

Appendix 2). Later letters also note charcoal burners being sent from England to the Highlands due 

to the demand for the fuel. 
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The Carron archives hold thousands of documents, examination of all being outwith the scope of 

this project, however, it was clear they kept details on the amount of charcoal produced and the 

volumes consumed by the iron works. Although much of the Carron Companies archives are 

business related they do contain glimpses of the life of the charcoal burner. On 12th November 

1760 the company writes to ‘Lady Leny’:  

 

‘Madam, as the season is turn’d so stormy, it makes it very bad for burning the 

charcoal that remains in Lenywood. We would therefore request the favour of 

you to let it remain to the spring in the woods, we darsay it will be of lit[t]le or 

no prejudice to the wood, but if it cannot be granted we must labour under the 

disadvantage of coaling in this bad season’. [NRS, GD58/6/1/1]  

 

They also note that the charcoal burner has been interrupted in ‘preparing the pitts to burn the wood’ 

(pitts likely being a term used for the platforms) although the reason for this is not clear. 

 

It also became clear through the archive research that charcoal was only thing produced from the 

woodland. References to bark stripping (Illus. 14) are more frequent to charcoal burning with the 

bark being sold in Stirling, Linlithgow and Glasgow to the tanning industries. This was being 

undertaken in Leny Woods as noted in a letter from the Carron Company on 21st May 1760 stating 

they will pay Duncan Buchannan £4 sterling for peeling the oak bark in Leny Wood. The bark was 

clearly valuable and some company letters indicate the sum obtained would virtually cover the 

price of the wood. 

 

Although charcoal burning and bark peeling  appear to be two key woodland occupations during 

the 18th century evidence from other investigations suggest at least charcoal burning was 

undertaken on some platform sites prior to this. Excavations of platform sites on the west coast of 

Scotland by Elizabeth Rennie (e.g. 1992, 1994, 1997; see also Sneddon 2003) suggested that some 

of the platforms were early hut stances often later used by charcoal burners. Excavations in more 

recent years at Glen Docherty identified a charcoal burning platform dating between the 15th to 

17th centuries, associated with birch and hazel wood (Johnston et al 2006). Excavation of two 

charcoal burning platforms at Loch Doilean, Sunart, Lochaber were considered to date to the late 

18th and early 19th centuries (Ellis et al 2016), however, excavation of three other platforms of two 

types (terraced and fanned) at Loch Doilean also suggest that the original use of the slightly smaller 

non-recessed forms are more likely to be Medieval or earlier in date. 

 

It is possible that archaeological excavation, planned for future phases of this project, will shed light 

on the date of the platforms within Leny Wood and may help ascertain if any relationship between 

the character of the features visible on the surface and date/purpose exist. 
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Illustration 14: Bark stripping near Callander in 1880 (courtesy of Callander Heritage Society). 

 

In addition to the platforms, the woodland itself and other features noted during this project may 

all represent in some way the changing nature of seasonal relationships between charcoal burning 

and other woodland practices such as coppicing, felling transporting, seasoning and bark-stripping 

through numerous centuries. In this sense Leny Wood appears as an untapped resource in terms of 

woodland heritage and its association with the surrounding ecology. Future research into Leny 

Wood, some planned as part of this project, could result in outputs that can be used for furthering 

education, the local economy and general wellbeing. 

8. Recommendations 

This heritage environment assessment has highlighted the deep woodland history of Leny Wood 

and the significant sites and stories that from part of it. Future elements of this project will examine 

examples of the platforms through excavation and undertake experimental charcoal buns to 

further our understanding of this fast disappearing craft. 

 

In addition to avoiding the sites noted here during future forestry operations it is recommended 

that, beyond the bounds of this project, that some sites be subject to future monitoring visits to 

assess the impact of naturally regenerating forest and use of informal paths (see Appendix 1 for full 

details). Through further discussions with the Callander Landscape Partnership, Forestry and Land 

Scotland, Callander Heritage Society and other interested parties there may be opportunities to 
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further the awareness and accessibility of the rich woodland heritage within Leny Woods, although 

this will also be informed by future excavations and experimental archaeology phases of this 

project. 
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Appendix 3: Walkover Survey Photographs 

 

Image 
No. 

Site 
No. 

Details  Taken 
from 

1  1  Well defined stone bank/dyke continuing outwith survey area to the 
south-east 

NW 

2  1  Section of bank to west of modern boundary  E 

3  1  Section of bank to west of modern boundary  SE 

4  1  Section of bank to west of modern boundary  W 

5  1  Section of bank to west of modern boundary  W 

6  1  Iron fence support on modern boundary adjacent to site 1  W 

7  1  Section of bank to west of modern boundary  E 

8  2  Likely natural collection of curving stones at base of slope next to burn  NE 

9  3  Likely bedrock outcrop with additional clearance  W 

10  3  Likely bedrock outcrop with additional clearance  S 

11  4  Field bank next to modern boundary  SW 

12  4  Field bank next to modern boundary  NW 

13  5  Oblong pit  E 

14  5  Possible platform and pit  NE 

15  5  Possible platform  E 

16  6  Remains of revetment wall forming part of former boundary  SW 

17  9  Possible platform showing 3m 'lip' described by ACFA  SW 

18  9  Possible platform showing 3m 'lip' described by ACFA  SW 

19  11  Possible oval sunken feature  NW 

20  12  Possible platform under heavy heather growth  SW 

21  12  Possible platform under heavy heather growth  W 

22  15  Main Platform area showing modern campfire  SW 

23  15  Main tier of platform and stones to rear  SE 

24  15  Main platform area  NE 

25  15  Main platform area  NW 

26  16  Platform covered in dead bracken  NE 

27  17  Modern Machine tracks  SE 

28  17  Modern Machine tracks  E 

29  20  Possible location of Feature 20 under forestry debris & young birch growth  SW 

30  21  Example of well used rough path running along and upslope west of the car 
park 

SW 

31  22  Front lip and platform surface  W 

32  22  Front lip with charcoal washing out  SE 

33  23  Platform surface  N 

34  23  Platform surface  W 

35  23  Platform surface  SW 

36  23  Platform surface  E 

37  24  Ephemeral platform with tree stumps on surface  E 

38  27  Platform from upslope  NW 

39  27  Platform  NE 

40  27  Revetting wall of platform  SE 
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Image 
No. 

Site 
No. 

Details  Taken 
from 

41  27  Revetting wall of platform  S 

42  27  Platform  W 

43  28  Platform covered in windblown trees  E 

44  28  Platform covered in windblown trees with revetting wall & ditch in 
foreground 

E 

45  28  Partially levelled area immediately east of platform  NE 

46  28  Partially levelled area immediately east of platform  NE 

47  31  Platform  W 

48  31  Platform  N 

49  31  Platform  S 

50  31  Platform revetment wall  SE 

51  31  Platform revetment wall  SE 

52  31  Platform  E 

53  39  Platform and revetment wall  W 

54  39  Platform and rectangular feature  N 

55  39  Platform and rectangular feature  N 

56  36 & 
37 

General location of features not located  N 

57  32  Possible feature with large boulder to the north  S 

58  32  Possible feature with large boulder to the north  W 

59  32  Possible feature with large boulders to the south-east  E 

60  32  Possible feature  E 

61  32  Possible feature with large boulder to the north  NE 

62  33  Possible feature  E 

63  33  Possible feature  NE 

64  33  Possible feature  N 

65  33  Possible feature  NW 

66  34  Possible feature  W 

67  34  Possible feature  S 

68  34  Possible feature  E 

69  34  Possible feature  N 

70  38  Platform covered in dead bracken  NE 

71  38  Platform covered in dead bracken  NW 

72  40  Platform from uphill  NE 

73  40  Eastern edge of platform  NE 

74  40  Rear scarp at western side of platform  E 

75  40  Rear scarp  S 

76  40  Revetting wall of platform  S 

77  40  Collapse of revetment wall on western side  S 

78  40  Revetting wall & collapse  E 

79  40  Platform surface  SW 

80  42  Revetment wall  SW 

81  42  Platform surface  N 

82  42  Platform surface  NE 

83  42  Rear scarp and location of stone feature to north noted in previous survey  S 
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Image 
No. 

Site 
No. 

Details  Taken 
from 

84  42  Possible sunken feature immediately to N of platform  SW 

85  30  General shot of area where Feature 30 should be located  SE 

86  47  Platform surface and rear scarp showing fallen tree  SE 

87  47  Revtting wall  SE 

88  50  Platform surface and rear scarp  S 

89  50  Platform surface  NW 

90  51  Platform surface  NW 

91  51  Platform surface  SW 

92  51  Platform surface  SE 

93  52  Platform surface  SE 

94  52  Platform surface  SE 

95  53  Platform  NW 

96  54  Platform  NW 

97  54  Front scarp  SW 

98  55  Ephemeral platform  NE 

99  56  Possible platform  NE 

100  57  Platform and rear scarp  E 

101  57  Platform and rear scarp  NW 

102  57  Structures to east of platform obscured by forest debris  W 

103  58  Platform and rear scarp  W 

104  58  Platform  N 

105  59 & 
60 

Location of Features 59 & 60 showing considerable amount of windblown 
tree damage 

NE 

106  59 & 
60 

Location of Features 59 & 60 showing considerable amount of windblown 
tree damage 

N 

107  59 & 
60 

Location of Features 59 & 60 showing considerable amount of windblown 
tree damage 

N 

108  61  Damage to turf bank from windblown trees  NE 

109  61  Damage to turf bank from windblown trees  N 

110  62  Platform, revetting wall and rear scarp  NE 

111  62  Platform, revetting wall and rear scarp  SE 

112  62  Platform, revetting wall and rear scarp  S 

113  63  Western end of structure  SW 

114  63  Structure  W 

115  63  Structure  E 

116  64  Location of possible platform covered in brash  W 

117  64  Location of possible platform covered in brash  NE 

118  65  Possible platform  N 

119  65  Possible platform  N 

120  65  Front of possible platform  E 

121  65  Front of possible platform  W 

122  65  Scoops to north-west of possible platform  S 

123  66  Rectangular structure  W 

124  69  Possible small platform  NE 

125  70  Possible shelter against large boulder  NE 
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Image 
No. 

Site 
No. 

Details  Taken 
from 

126  72  Possible scoop  NE 

127  71  Possible platform  N 

128  73  Small platform  SW 

129  74  Likely natural collection of stones  SE 

130  77  Quarry scoop  SW 

131  77  Quarry scoop  SE 

132  n/a  Southern slopes of Meall nan Saighdear where a pony track has previously 
been noted but was not identified during survey 

SE 

133  79  Turf bank and windblown trees  W 

134  79  Turf bank and windblown trees  NE 

135  80  Eastern path/Forestry Track  SW 

136  80  Eastern path/Forestry Track  NE 

137  1  Dry stone dyke representing a continuation of Site 1 adjacent to forestry 
plantation to south-east of survey area 

W 

138  1  Dry stone dyke representing a continuation of Site 1 adjacent to forestry 
plantation to south-east of survey area 

SW 

139  6  Remains of wall at far southern end  NW 

140  26  Overgrown remains of platform  E 

141  26  Overgrown remains of platform  W 

142  25  Location of possible platform which could have been impacted upon by 
modern path & drain 

E 

143  27  Platform & revetment wall  E 

144  27  Possible sunken feature to east of platform  W 

145  40  Relatively well formed path to the north of platform  E 

146  40  Relatively well formed path to the north of platform  E 

147  n/a  End of forestry track to south-west of car park  SW 

148  n/a  Windblown trees across burn in far south-west of survey area  S 

149  n/a  View back towards the car park from north-eastern slopes of survey area  NE 

150  n/a  Steep slopes of survey area viewed from north-eastern slopes  NE 

151  n/a  Surveying in vicinity of Site 2  NE 

152  n/a  View south-east from slopes above Site 40  NE 

153  n/a  View south-east from slopes above Site 40  E 

154  n/a  View east from slopes above Site 40  ENE 

155  n/a  Wind blown trees beyond deer fence and north-eastern extent of survey 
area 

SW 

156  n/a  Wind blown trees beyond deer fence and north-eastern extent of survey 
area 

NW 

157  n/a  View north-west from slopes to south of Sites 5 & 6  SE 

158  n/a  Coppiced tree on slopes above Site 40  W 

159  n/a  View towards Stirling from northern slopes of survey area  NW 

160  15  Recording platform Site 15  NW 

161  15  Recording platform Site 15  NW 

162  n/a  Area immediately beyond forestry gate at car park  E 

163  n/a  Picnic area immediately to north-east of car park  SW 

164  n/a  View west from far eastern extent of survey area  E 
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Image 
No. 

Site 
No. 

Details  Taken 
from 

165  n/a  New north to south running deer fence at far eatern extent of survey area 
adjacent to Stell Burn 

NNE 

166  n/a  New deer fence at far eastern corner of survey area next to Stell Burn  SW 

167  39  Circular depression to the east of platform  E 

168  39  Circular depression to the east of platform  S 

169  16  Rear scarp and platform surface  NE 

170  13  Overgrown platform and rear scarp  S 

171  13  Overgrown platform and possible revetment wall  N 

172  14  Overgrown bank formed by upcast from drainage ditch  S 

173  14  Overgrown bank formed by upcast from drainage ditch  N 

174  66  Possible level area and low wall to north of structure  SE 

175  67  Ephemeral linear boundary  E 

176  68  Natural erratic and bedrock/boulders extending out the north-western 
side 

W 

177  74  Likely natural collection of stones  SE 

178  73  Small platform  SW 

179  n/a  View east to Stirling & beyond from above Site 47  W 

180  n/a  View east to Stirling & beyond from above Site 47  W 
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